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It is a distinct privilege - and no small responsibility - to
participate in this the tenth annual institute on conservation,
nutrition and health. We have had the corresponding privilege a t

__ _ L 1_ a a .. ,., a.

some of the earlier ins ni tiuzes, some n.eia i ~i:C ii'UUt l, 11C 111C7 .u1AG11111Fj

crowds of the paved metropolitan streets and out in the quiet company
of Nature herself . The varied turns taken in the succession of
annual programs or institutes seem to tell us of a growing reliance
on the eternal verities born of the soil . These turns indicate an
integration of many fragmentary concepts of the earlier years as to
what great purpose an organization known as the "Friends of the Land"
might serve in the United States or even on the North America n

c ontinent . With the dawri in the minds of many folks of the need for
more conservative use and less exploitation of not only forests and
waters but also of the soil - both in the United States and Canada -
these programs are now of some international dimension . They suggest

that we are crystallizing a philosophy of thriftiness toward our
natural resources . We are now coming gradually "to support, increase
and unify all the efforts for the conservation of soil, rain, and all
the living products, especially Man . "

Such a manifesto includes extensive territory . It now transcends

the very general and simpler initial concept of conservation. With

the word "Man" as the last one in that declaration of purpose, there
is the suggestion that the various fi_uid states of thinking about
conservation have passed . Its philosophy is definitely crystallized,
at least in the minds of those guidi _ng the programs of the annual
institutes and of -the leaders of the Friends bf the Land as a whole .

The theme of this' the tenth institute includes man in particular
relation to the soil as it feeds or fails him. This is e:specially

gratifying to one interested in soils as they serve in nutrition
which service must be complete i,n° terms of the fertility of the soil
if there is to be health from the ground up for microbes, plants,
animals and consequently also for man .

Man's lofty position at the top of the biotic pyramid is apt to
giv~e the impression thatq since he is put over all other life, he
would surely have an answer in the positive and would outline a

.ndi in detail for the question assigned to us for thismocl s ober~a
o--cc:sion9 'namely, "Can we reconstruct the soils of the world in their
productivity to meet human needs?" Unfortunately, even though the
growth of conservs.tion thinking has been phenomenal up to this moment,
one of the features about it that emphasizes itself most is the fact
that man has not yet demonstrated much success in the conservatio n

of other life forms and living products below him in that pyramid .

The loftiness of his position is not one of regality in which he may
gloat . On the contrary9 it is one of hazard because these life forms
beneath him may readily refuse their support . The declining soil

fertility :below .all life may topple him from it .
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All too slowly is this great fact beinr recognized. While man

may= ra.ghtfully boast of this technologies of construction and r"
6-

construction in engineering accomplishments, we can scarcely subsCribe
to the belief that man is capable of participating in the processes,
of ereation to the extent of reconstruction of the soils of the world
to meet human needs . Can man save himself? The subject under dis-
cussion here must be approached' then, mainly for the analysis of the
problem but, as yet, for no plan guaranteeing the full and positive
answer in favor of soil r^construction for man unlimited ; On the

converse, Nature's great forces will, in all probability, reconstruct
man to fit the soil .

NEEDS, NOT WANTS

As a partial clarification of the subject, let us note that the
statement of it specifies human needs and not wants as the objective
of soil reconstruction . "Need is a state of circumstances requiring

something ."(l)* If we consider only the needs, that is, the bar
e

requirements for human survival, those are far below human wants .

But when so much is said about the "standard of living" let us remind
ourselves that when our soils must meet that requirement they must
satisfy our wants, not our needs . Those wants include, so often,
extensive phases of jealousy, greed, selfishness and similar attri-
butes emphasizing man with disregard of all else .

Our wants are too often mistaken for our needs . They are

readily interpreted as demands and come into the picture of economics

matched against supply . Demands of such nature with their flow of
dollars and other monetary equivalents submit to measurements by cash

register recordings . It is by such specifications then, that our
standards of living are listed to include wants and desires but by
no means according to the criterion of need

. One needs, for example,

only 70 grams of protein per day, according to the calculations of

the scholars of nutrition
. But any one of us may want a T-bone steak

or a filet mignon of more than three times that many grams for

consumption at one sitting . Z.Jants and demands are not constants
.

Hence the common views of economics may well be laid aside
. We shall

do well even to think about rebuilding the world's soils for human

needs . It was man's wants and not his needs that brought on the

disastrous soil exploitation .

It is man's needs and not his wants that must guide soil con-

servation and reconstruction . In this discrimination between the
needs of the human and the wants claimed by him, there is much to
clarify our thinking about conservation of our resources

. According

to our wants there can certainly be no hope in the face of mounting
population. According to our needs, there remains at least a challenge

to our thinking abosom~hofp usblto9c lth
e ingwtohtherf

ait
s intshopesoforathethe

effort at least by
, positive answer to it in limited localities .

*Numbers in parenthesis ( ) refer to numbers in "Literture

Cited" at conclusion of the paper .
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OUR MAJoR PTEEDs

The human needs may be listed as numbering mainly three . When

put in the order of increasin; of~'ort to obtain them in the struggle
for survival as a himian - reasonably sociable and amenable to the laws
and behaviors of good society - they are (a) shelter and fuel ,

(b) raiment or clothing and (c) food . In considering the reconstruc-
tion of the soils of the world to mee;t those, the following three
simple c~uestions are posed . How much of a task will it be to have the
soils of the world extensive enouoh and fertile enough to provide our
needs for shelter? What must be done to assure that the soils will
supply fiber crops sufficient for clothing and fabrics? Then finally,
can we reconstruct our soils to grow the food in sufficient amount
and of required nutritional quality for the mounting numbers of our
world population?

TIE SHELTER PROBLEM

The problem of shelter has commonly been disposed of either by
facing and solving it or by excaping from it . The migration of•many
folks from the colder to the more moderate and warm climates is9 and
always has been9 the escape from the needs for fuel and extensive
shelter . In the past, the soil has been the productive source of
most of our sheltering materials . The forests were plentiful . The
pioneer's erection of the cabin was almost incidental to the removal
of the trees in clearing the land for cultivation and food production .

The call by Gifford Pinchot for conservation of the forests has not
been heeded el:tensively because shelter can be had from many substi-
tutes for wood in home construction . Even today the efforts in forest
conservation and the program of reforestation are not so much a cry
for means of shelter as they are a cry for pulp for paper and indus-
trial uses other than for lumber in building houses .

The reconstruction of our soils for growing wood for shelter does
not represent much of a problem for several reasons . In the first

place the • growing of wood, which as a chemical product is lignified
cellulose, makes no call for a particularly fertile soil. Instead it

is a call on the air and water for the major chemical elements of its
construction . These are meteorological contributions . They are not

soil-borne . They are fabricated into combustible products by sun-
shine energy . Consequently they give that energy or heat back on
burning as fuel wood or as fossil wood in coal .

In the second place very little of soil fertility or relatively
small amounts of chemical essentials from the soil9 enter into the
wood . Those used to make the seasonal growth of a tree are returned
to the soil annually to a large share in the regular drop of leaves .

Even for the non-deciduous trees the growt1h is so scant that the drain
on the soil's essentials is very small .

In the third place the growth of i tree so far as the soil is
concerned is the result of continued root extension . This is nne
going not only hQrizontally over larger areas but also vertically
through greater soil depths . As a consecuence 9,,roo~' as a shelter
product is possible on soil-g of fertility level far below that requir-
ed to meet other human needs .
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The nW for shelter is not a call so much for reconstructio n
of our soils but rather for a reallotment of soils now in no crops to
trees for future crops of wood . It is a call for more abandoned
areas to be planted to trees . Our foresters are demonstrating clearly
that planting trees in the once forested but cleared and burned areas
under abandon is still a great opportunity for large crops of wood .
This will be good reconstruction of vegetation if we are only far-
sighted enough for each of us to do more planting of this slowly
ripening crop where it will be no competition for shorter-lived ones .
More acres planted rather than more soil reconstruction is the solution .
Growing our shelter does not invoke serious pessimism about the future .
Trees require so little fertility that they are almost the first crop
before'the rocks are scarcely developed into a soil and are also near
the last vegetation holding forth on soils developed so completel y
as to have been moved nearly into solution and on to the sea .

Even if we could not grow shelter the soil itself and the rocks
that might make it will serve as shelter. This was demonstrated by
the sod houses of the western pioneers and the shelters of the cave
dwelling primitives . Modern home construction has gone forward while,
the role of wood in it has almost passed out . We are making buildings
completely fireproof. Soil scientists have not given much though t
to reconstruction of the soil to meet the needs for growing our
shelter . They have escaped that responsibility in the substitutes
which do not call on the soil for their creation by growth . It would
be no insurmountable difficulty to reconstruct our soils to meet the
human needs if shelter were the only one in that category calling on
the soil .

FIBER CROPS POSE SERIOUS SOIL PROBLEM .S

Division of our fiber needs into those of vegetable' animal and
technological origins makes the problem of soil responsibility for
their provision less complex . By no means, however, can one escape
the necessity for soils and their reconstruction to meet these needs .

Technology has exhibited what may be some of the most outstanding
applied research in giving us the synthetic fibers . Even then' of
those still in the minds of the resemrch men and in the prospect of
creation, there is a good member . However, in seeing the metallic
spineret replace the corresponding anatomical equivalent of the silk
worm we must remind ourselves that both are fed by digestion of
vegetable matter grown oft the soil, either recently or in the distant
past . But here again, as in the case of shelter, the chemical com-
position of synthetic fibers calls for mainly carbon, hydrogen and
oxygen which are delivered gratis as air and water over extensiv e

land areas . Then tooi with cellulose serving as the raw materials for
the synthetic chemist such fiber production does not demand the most
fertile soils on the list of those serving human needs. Technological
creations of fibers for clothing and-plastics offer consolation i n

the problem of growing fibers, skins, etc ., as body cover and comfort .

While such helps in fiber production lessen the soils responsibilities
and push the day of soil exhaustion under this need into the distant
future, nevertheless, we must not forget that the crirbon and the
nitrogen in the coal come from what is now fossil crops but grown
once upon a time by means of soil fertility before it escaped to the
sea,
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More significant in relation to soil is the observation that our
choice syntheti c fibers arc not those consisting wholly of the
earbohydrate . :e ,- ;,iivalents' ns,mp 7 y carbon9 htTdro ,;en and oYy -en. The

cellulose-acetate fabrics were originally a welco,e creati on and fill

a s ignificant human need . "-'ut the i~~2ore purposeful f: I_,e .r s coming

later at more cost and greate r synt'zetic col~.?.pl j.cations approach the

protein s in chemical composition . They must have n l.tr ogeri in their

molecular structure as well as the more corxxs.on cons titue.zt elements

of vegetable matter . N,ylon9 Vicara Orlon and d ther f ibers 9 perhaps

not yet commercially borny, suggest that like the proteins in agri-

cultural production, they are the deficiency in supply and are hard to

produce or grow except under the complex chemical combinations corn-

posing , the most fertile soils . This is quite in contrast to the rayon

fibersy suggesting carbo?z,ydrates , which are a crop that is easy to

grow and is plentiful . They give us big yields on acres which are

still equal to that pro duction load from the remnants of their origin-
al fertility supply .

GROWING FIBER CROPS DEMANDS '1.'NAT VJT GRO1,4 PROTEIN SEED CROPS TOO

Vegetable fibers like cotton f_lax?
hemp and others i commonly

considered for fabric use , bring the soil problem more sharply int o

focus . These crops cannot be grown in disregard of the level of
fertility in the soil . Abandoned acres are numerous which these

crops have exhausted of fertility . Growing the cotton f?.ber is a

matter of growing also the seed to which the fiber is attached . It i s

a matter of a soil fertile enough to produce first the proteins in the
seed and then the fibrous , cellulosic cover enshrouding it . Growing

a cotton crop calls for the high level of fertility needed for prod-

uction of any seed, or any proi;ein-rich crop . In the case of fibers

talren from the plant ste-ms , the maturation of the se ed is a part of

the plants' tot?l- perforr.,lances of making the fiber . The making of

the cellulosic f'ibe;rs9 even if they themselves conta in little that

was brought up from the soil, cannot result unless the plant also
carries forward the pb..ysiological lo<~.d of producing the prot :lins .

It is that latter performance which makes heavy demands on the soil

for liberal production of them.

The growing of cellulose for f ibers calls for more soil con-

struction and reconstruction than the growing of cellulose as wood

for shelter . In the coniferous trees, the physiological load of

seed production is reduced to the very low level of a fungus spore .

In the -fiber crops the corresponding physiological demand is much

higher, calling on the soil for more r^lp . Fiber crop production is

production of cellulose but also o f protein along with it . This is

possible only on soils fertile according to the protein output rather
than the delivery of cellulose .

Soils for fiber crops need not be as hig hly fertile as soils for

production of protein in foods and foods when we recall that cotton

seeds arc protein but one not complete enough to serve all our
domestic animals . They serve the cow. Her safety f actor in this

connection lies apparently in the cooperating help of the microbial

flora in her paunch through which she can use cottonseed proteins,,in-

sufficiunt as they are for other dorlestic animals . Soils growing

cotton fibers and the proteins associated with them call for recon-
struction in their fertility if those soils are asked to grow the more
complete proteins for human consumption .
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If we are to grow more fiber crops for more folks ? such crops
are no escape from the nocessity of either finding more soils inher-
ently fertile in certain specific respects or reconstructing soils
accordingly by means of added fertility materia?_s, Tortunately9
fibers are not a perishable crop . Also their services are long last-
ing and would be muc'1 -mo.re so were we not such addicts to fashions,
changing with the season's demands rather that remaining undisturbed
according to human needs .

WOOL IS A PROTEIN CROP

When we consider soils in relation to wool, our favorite fiber of
animal origin, the problem of reconstructing soils to grow the sheop
to make the wool incidentally, is far more complex than at this
moment we appreciate. The wool fiber itself is a protein . It is
bathed in a particular fat during its production by the sheep . Wool
production is a physiological performance of high order. It calls
for the provision of proteins in the feed which the sheep eats .
Proteins grown into the foods are a call for soils fertile to degrees
much higher than required for a plant's production of cellulose and
other carbohydrates .

Animals cannot synthesize proteln.s from the elements . They only

assemble them from the amino acids as-parts of the protein synthesized
by the microbes and the plants, and .in completeness of all those re-
quired only as the fertility of the soil supports the conversion by
the plant of its carbohydrates into amino acids . Wool production i s

a question of soils fertile enough for protein production to build
sheep bodies, Is it too much stretch of the imagination to see human
bodies of highly similar physiology in the same picture? Protein
production is the major call for the reconstruction of many soils too
low for that . If we are to produce wool9 this demands regular
maintenance of the fertility of any soil, too long taken for granted
when after exploitation in one generation we escaped the responsi-
bilities of soil reconstruction by going West .

'
-1hen the nutrition

and the physiology of the shecp approach those of the human so closelyv
any consideration of soil reconstruction for feeding sheep for wool
and meat may well carry its implications for the nutrition of mant too .

In thinking of feed. for the sheep we are then thinking simultaneously
about reconstruction of the soil for food for ourselves .

We trust you will not doom it unkind to the sheep-loving flock--
masters when we believe that wool production (and mutton production)
in the past may have resulted more from the instincts of the sheep
than from the knowledge of animal nutrition and physiology - much less
in relation,to the soil fertility - on the part of the shepherds . For

the pioneer, the sheep were the chemists that went ahead of him and
assayed the vegetation for its cuality of protein to make wool and to
support reproduction of the flock . This bio-assay for good sheep
nutrition was cataloging simultaneously those more fertile soil s

into which the plow could be put for good crops as nutrition for man .
Sheep have spread over the land and multiplied because they do so with
a fuller knowledge of their soil security under them than can be said
of their owners . Along the same line of thought, we must acknowledge
the fact that sheep have become of major importance, not-under closer
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domestication but out on the range where they search out their food
from the native and virgin vegetation . We have not yet set up the .
6omplete fertility inventory required of a soil to grow forage s
that will produce sheep of good heslth9 -prolific lamb crops and in-
cidcntally big weights of wool . So far, the soil has not come into
the picture for its fuller significance in wool production . This

crop of protein (and fat) is still much a matter controlled by those
supposedly weak animals or dumb beasts themselves .• To date the
growth of our protein crops, whether in wool fiber, in the carcass
of the sheep and in the bodies of our other animals as meat and
choice food, has boon mainly at the expense of ravaged soils7 and
not reconstructed ones .

PPQTEITj-PROpUCING SOIL AR~+~.1S ARE LIMITED

Con.sider,-.tion of the two proced :
raimen~t' . in re~nrd to reeonstructi oi
out the two,p^rts into which the th:
living body3 divides itself . Foods
with energy and (b) to build the boi
construction or to be tools in this
p'zotosynthetic and mete~oro3.oga.c-tA1 or
Proteins and all that is associated -
up the latter . For our crops' dcliv
st^.rches and cellulosic bulk of larg
fertility and thereby little soil re
going forth to sow with unbounded fa
but with no attention to the good gr
about all one requires . Natural cov
this contention. But for the produc
body-building9 spocies-reproducing -9
cr~rbohydrates , the areas of. fertile
Soil surveys have measured acres, n
production . St-tistics of crop yiel
criterion for agricultural output .
has not yet been included in that ca

ng human needs9 shelter and
of soils has already sep,=ted

rd need namely9 food for any
erve 0 to provide the body
y9 ioe . to be parts of the
rocess. 'Carbohydratosq of
ginlillus:trate `the f
-ith their fabrication mak e

ry of c-.rbohydrates in sug~,rsy
yields per acre little soil
onstruction is required . Merely
.th in the pedigree of the seed
>und on which it must fall i s
!r on most any soil illustrates
;ion of coll-multipl-,Ting y
-oteins along with thos e
-oils have alw^ys boon limited .

)t fertility, much less protein
Is represent bulk as the
)elivery of nutritional vC6lues
;egory .

Our sheep and other anirlals ah
them for benefits unap%Dreciated9 hn .'
but with exploited soils in our w~k
in this journey by the 'soils under
prefer to dodge the rorponsibility
to producd sufficient protein . We
thinking that has not yet come to b
find tneir c^uses in failing soil f
contentment with legislation th- t w
to please the majority and disrogar
Great facts are not necessarily es t

With reference to protein as
soils .the sheep population deserves
we are about to give to human popu
given its curves of increasing numb
until the maximum was reached in 1 9

,.d of us, while we t Torc trailin g
s boon going west to L'lore proteins
, We are now being turned back
usy and by our animals too . We
of reconstructing our soil s
ro content with a superficial
lievo t'n~.t shortages of proteins
rtility. It is instead a
11 roll back the prices on meat
the fo-d-producing minority .

blished by majority votes .

ced and food coming from our
the same critic?l consideration
ation. Sheep population has
rs from the e^.rliest records
2 . Since then the numbers
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have declined so sharply that today they are below the figure of
the first count taken . No reason can be found in the economic

demands for such a dccre :^.se 9 when wool prices and me? t prices,
offered by those ^ble to pa.y them, are also the highest in history

by sever_a,l times . ? -1e may well ask whether it is not the decreasing
soil fertility that is rolling the sheep -,-)opulation back in spite
of incre^sing demands for wool and mutton as the economist uses
them? Isn't the human population apt to be rolled back too, event«4
ue.lly9 in relation to the soil fertility that must feed 1 :t?

An interesting correlr~tion9 suggesting failing nutrition, .of

the sheep because of a deficiency in the soil fertility's trad'e
element copper' d serves mention in this connection . (2) It was

in 1942 when phenothiazine9 the or7anic compound for killing worms
in sheep9 (one of the m€!ny deadly ring comnounds) was announced as
replacement for the inorganic copper sulfate that had formerly boon

used . Might it not have boon possible that by drenching the sheep
with copper salts regularly under the guise of killing internal
p^rasi tes of an undernourished animal Tre were feeding copper to cover
a deficiency in the soil and wore making well nourished7 healthy
animals within which even worms do not survive? Such hYpothetical
consideration of what may seem to be only a correlation ought to

push research farther . When it does we may discover that it only
magnifies the task of reconstructing our soils with copper to the
sheep's needs for food, to say nothing of~ the magnitude for the human

needs of foods with respect to all the otner trace elements know
n

and still unknown .

SOIL FERTILITY PATT?-~RN STJGCs .L`cTS RECONSTRUCTION PATT ER.N

In the soil pattern of the United States' the major production
of proteins along with the c^rbohydrates to make these more nearly
a bal,7.nced diet for healthy bodies of animals and man has boon on
the soils in the climatic region of moderate to low rainfall i n

the narrow longitutinal belt bordering the 97th meridian . (3)

That is where our high-protein wher~t is 7rown . When our moat and

wool animals range and rustle for themselves out there they are
healthiest, longcst-lived9 and most focund in reproduction

. Protein

production is favored by the less wea.thered soils whore wood and

water were not so plentiful for the pioneer . Snils too dry for

massive annual crops are still rich in their stores of inorganic

essenti. al nutrients . We s -)eak of them as soils of the prairie
s

ss as good food for growing (but not forand the 1--)lains with grr7t
fattening) animals . We then conclude that grass must always be good
feed for growing our moat - and milk-producing animals because of

its pedigree . We fail to realize tint grass is good food (when
grown out there) because of its high protein content, its high
concentr^tion of inorganic bioelenents 4nd its location where the
periodic droughts prohibit forests but permit grass that can grow by
stops and starts during the season according as the rainfall moisture

in the soil permits . Soils developed under such a climatic setting

are fortilet. They grow protein-rich grass
. They grow their own

nitrogen-fixing, protein-rich legumes n^turally
. They make every

mouthful of forage going into the animal a c^.se of rc^1 feedin
g

and not one of merely filling and nutritional fooling . The choice

of the sheep and c-tttle for their best health from this ground up in
the mid*?continent was previously confirmed by the numbers of bison
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delineating the sr~.me soils for his high production of bone and brawnl
to say nothing of prolific reproduction .

PRODUCTION OF FOOD PROTITIN POSES STILL BIGG~, SOIL PROBLE14, S

The provision of complete nroteins is the major food problem
for both man and boast . It is more serious in other parts of the
world than in parts of the United Sto.tes9 of Argentina7 of

Australiay of Canada and of Soutb. Africa9 for example . This is a
problem for which nothing but more acres of more fertile soils can
offer a solution . Technologies cannot be called upon to deliver
synthetic proteins . Unlike fQssil energy compounds, no•fossil
protein compounds, except for a little nitrogen in coal, have boon
unearthed . Animals of prehistoric times may 2-rive needed protein
supnlements much as our domestic and wgd ^nimals demonstrate their
needs for them when they break through the fences a,nd become maraud-
ers•in their struggle for them. Now that we have had man's nomad-
ism,unddrgirded by technologies overcoming distance to cover the eartt :

with his population, we are face to face with the problem of peace~
fully feeding that mounting crowd on decreasing a.crcages under
tillage and dwindling fertility in those shrinking volumes of soil . '

Perhaps it will be sufficient to consider the protein problem
(or the moat problem) by matching the human needs for this food
portion against the possibilities of reconstructing the soils to

meet them . This is no now mental pass-time
. Thomas Robert Malthus

of England indulged in it as early as 179 8 . He disciussed "The

principle of population as it aff,_:cts the future improvement of

society. " He pointed to the fact th!,.t the incre~
.se of population

is a geometric function in which the number doubles every 25

years . The rate of increase in the earth's production is an
aritl,met2c function which could never keep pace with the geometric

rise of numbers of people to be fed . But while folks laughed at
Malthus' idea because the day of doom he predicted was delayed by
man!s migration to the Western world for increased food by soil
exnloitation of new a cre s there, 111althus spirit is now domin g

back to enjoy a chuckle as he says "I told you so long ago" .

We have now moved over just -,,bout the entire potential world's
surface for the pur~,-)ose of mining the soil's resources, for seining
the possible proteins out of the seven se^.s from pole to pole, and

for collecting Na.ture' s savings from the deeps everywhere
. Tcch:.~.

nology has lengthened the food life lines beyond their elastic limit
.

Many of them are breaking . Most of them are being shortened . .

NIan' s reaching In.and is being cut off by the failure of other life
forms which he robs by his reach . Wc~, have -not yet come to think
in terms of our individual land 7~1? otments , their limitations and
our responsibilities in their conservation .

According to recent figuresy our world population is about
200 bill~.on people . T-)_e usable land for food production is 2 .1+

billion acres, As ,. mathem?.tieal mean, this is slightly more

than one acre for each of us . In the United States the recent

population figure is 151 million people . We had 3 1+5 million acre s

under cultivation in that census year . For purposes here in the
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U . S . you can ir:7agine than, that you arc managing a bit more than
two acres of e.gricl?lture to guarantee your keep. On a world bases
you are limited to farming only ohe acre .

In order to simplify the problem, let us remind you that your
protein food rerluirezients are 70 grams per day, so with your
allowances of food f^.ts near the ratio approaching that of protein
and fatv.in beef steak, your annual needs in only these two as beef
would call for 320 pounds of this meat . At a dressing percentag e

.,uiv-of 56 percent, this requirement put into beef alone is the e a
alent of 570 pounds of live beef weight that you must grow on your
land allotment .

One acre of good soil in grass for a season will produce 300
pr,u.nds of beef . T-ience one and one half acres arc needed to grow
the protein(mcat) and fat . A half acre remains in your-allotment
in the U . S . for to production of 200 pounds of cereals, 250
pounds of potatoes, 50 pounds of sugar, to sr:y not',~ing of fruits
for other e-rbohydr,~tes and a:ccessory foods you might desire to
produce on that limited ~i-rea . It is immediately evident why the
world as a whole is not on beef stoa4i: and why our growing populatidn
in relation to soil acrenge and productivity in protein potential s

is rapidly taking many of us off that excellent diet and desired
high standard of living .

That we dare not assusae continuation of the past increases in
production into the future so far a s protein is concerned , is ~~~
suggested by the records before us . The crop acreage of the U . S .

in 1930 was 3 59 million. In 19 50 it was only 345 million in the
face of '-~igher prices . (4) Increa sed acreage without costly re-
construction of the s o il is out of the n uestion . Decreased acreage
is the inevitable prospect when erosion is cutting it so rapid ly

that within 100 ye°~rs they tell u.s we s h^11 have a total of only
100 million acres left for crops . (5) That area for even our
present population would cut down your allotment from two acre s
to two9thirds of an acre . Your allowance of all protein as beef
equivalent would be cut from 70 grams per day to but 25 grams . It

would leave no acreage for growing other foods . That situation

shifts our standard of living downward seriously when it suggests
that we like Nebuchadnezzar shall cat the grass like the ox (in
place of eating the ox) knowing that our soil fertility kingdon is
departing from us .

Not only the shrinking acreage but the declining fertility in
any acre comes into consideration for soil reconstruction as
experiment fields at Missouri and Illinois emphasize it . They tell

us that even in the Corn 33elt and its glacial soilsq a time longef
than 50 years of cultivation will exhaust-the fertility below the
point of paying the costs of working them, much loss paying the
taxes on them. But you say "We can replace the fertility take n

out in the produce by means of fertilizers ." Already these inorganic
mineral resources were producing 25 percent of our crops in the,year
1950 with a maximum mixed fertilizer consumption of 18 and 1/3
million tons . This was an increase by 12 percent over 1949 when

the increases in yields per acre in none of our crops were equally
large . In the last ten years the fertilizers' share in crop
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prod.uct~.onl in contrast to that of virgin fertility7 increased from
20 to 25 percent . (4) This says nothing of the thousands of tons
of fertilizer materials beside the mixed fertilizers used on our
soils . Even then the total food produation has not increased since
1944 . (6 )

Here is the evidence that our food curve is no longer going up .

The curve of population is . With such increased reconstruction of
our soil fertility but with no corresponding increase in yields per
acre and with no more than "holding our own" in total yields for
the cultivated acreage of the country as a whole from such fertilizer
increase, certainly these artificials on the soil will not offset

the food needs of the population increase by 13 million people
during that same period when production was already a constant .

Soil construction cannot meet the mounting needs of such population
increase . The falling curve of soil resources for protein food
production under all efforts is coming to cross the rising curv e

of food needs by more people . "It is estimated we shall this year
consume 148 pounds of meat per person but that the effective demand
at parity prices would be 160 pounds . It is estimated that (in 1951.)
we will grow enough feed grains to produce 138 pounds of meat per
person . We will draw om.our feed grain reserve for 10 million tons
of grain necessary to bring our 1951 me-~t supply up to 148 pounds
per person ." (7)

"To produce these 10 million tons of feed grains which we are
drawing from reserve this year we would need another seven million
acres of land . If we produced enough feed to equal the demand for

meat, it would require 20 million more acres of land . To meet our
increase in population and to maintain only our meat supply * m *

we would need to add three million acres annually. In this next

decade we would need to find 30 million acres,~'~ another state
like I owa . "

As partial relief from the problem of finding more acres we
can turn to the alternative of fertilizers to make the present
number of acres produce more proteins . "One ton of nitrogen in

fertilizers equals 14 acres of good farm land . * * * * We use an

average of seven pounds per cultivated acre . In Holland the average

application is 50 pounds . We will need to balance-the nitrogen with

phosphate and potash." In terms of nitrogen, then, "to get
our emergency need of seven million more acres of feed grain~s~we~ *
must produce 500~000 more tons of nitrogen as fertilizers .
We are producing over twice that amount now to get our present
production. Even if we get this 500,000 tons (more nitrogen) to
solve our ipresent) emergency in 19519 we must add 100 ,000 addition-

al tons every year to keep up with our population." What, then ,

can we hope for from more soil construction when the curve of
productivity is levelling off (if not falling) under even so much
present soil building? What hope is there when during the last two
decades tractors using fossil crops as fuel have replaced the feed
crops in the protein of 20 million horses displaced and when the
protein produced-in soybeans was increased from 28 to 280 million

bushels of these, both of which cannot be repeated?
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Attention to soil building on its broader scale can be relief
to needs in limited 1ocalities . Any discovery of new fertilizer
resources brings the wor?.d to pounce on it imnedic.tely. This
occurred for Gafsa in North Africa, and for Nauru, an island in the
Pacificl both phosphate fertilizer suppliers' but ob3ectives of
whole armies in World War II or as occurred for the fixed nitrogen
on the market today. Technologies have put us on a world war
basis. T71.ey put us into a United Nations with scarcely no nation
any longer independent but submerged into the group and held there
by the veto . Onnsuch great dimension and under such world political
pattern some folks would boa'st of our opportunity for world leader-
ship in it. But they are failing to see that we have taken ove r
the responsibility - and the attending dangers - of world feedership .

The virgin soils of the western hemisphere were a relief to
human needs for the interval extending from Malthus' day to our
recent time . Technologies made relief from population pressure on
the soil resources most extensive, as man overran to consume what he
could and to to collect from everywhere . By such means of feeding
itself, the population shifted its curve from what then was near a
straight line either level or slowly rising-9 to one rising geo-
metrically with populations doubling every 25 years .

But'-as we look ahead there are handwritings on the wall agkin
llkecthdse of Maithus, to say that the curve of population will
take a fall since the curve of support, coming from the soil or the
sea (into which soil has washed), are not only failing to rise com-
mensurately, but are turning to a relative decline. Even food as
bulk per-person cannot be increased at rates of present population
increase, The human needs as outlined by FAO and matched against
world crops -show the wide disparity of those two sets of figures .
More significant is the fact that in such data the needs as food
protein show still greater disparity between these and the supplies
of them .

In the older parts of the world, the population pressures on
the fertility-exhausted soils have been so heavy and already for so
long a time that our imagination cannot picture this as reason
behind (a) seven Nazi generals, recently hanged at Landberg9
Germany, for the crime-of exterminating near hundreds of thousands
of folks by starvation, (b) thousands of anti-communists recently
eliminated in ever hungry China through what we call a "communist

purge", and (c) thousands of communist soldiers thrown into the
murderous cannon fire of the United Nations armies . Technologies

once pushing the world population upward are now turned to slaughter,
apparently to pull the population-downward to fit the food resources
of the soil . Is it beyond beliefl that underneath all these dis-
turbing manifestations there is the soil and with it the controlling
factor of insufficient fertility as food?
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WE MUST STILL HOPE

Perhaps just at this moment our despondency might overwhelm us
and shake severely our faith in the soil sciences . But the human
species is quickly reduced from social stature to animal nature by
hunger . The hidden hungers as an earlier stage in that reduction
procedure are the most dangerous . It would appear as if the major
pattern of the world's population is suffering mainly from this
hidden form of hunger which represents our living-in a mental
health too poor to exercise noble human judgement' but in a body
condition still well enough to fight brutally to survive . It sugges" .~
gests that we are not yet starved down to the degree of resignation
to the forces of fate .

Soil reconstruction may be a part of the struggle under goad
of hidden hungers for protein. In our humble opinion soil con-
struction cannot hold up the world's multiplying population. Those
numbers will eventually be pulled down until they are balanced
against the fertility flowing as food from the land and from the
sea .

Such is the world picture as we see it . Fortunately none of us
as a single individual needs assume that world responsibility .
There is the place yet for each of us to make his own local soil
support him the best he can . We need not be swept with the indif-
ferent horde, made up of those unwilling to struggle independently .
Soil conservation is still an individual responsibility . Soil
conservation is still an individual opportunity. By multiplying
the individual soil conservationists, we can meet the hunger needs
in this segment of population, at least, yet for a while .

Only in a struggle on such a democratic basis can a democracy
survive. We shall survive only according as our needs are reduced
to come into balance with the possible reconstruction of the soil .
This view of the future for each of us, puts real meaning into the
words "Soil Conservation" and calls for more folks to become Friends
of the Land in the fullest significance of that title .
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